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Synopsis

Anna, a creative working in Media City, wants to make a new 
Radio Ballad about Dockwork. With her grandfather and great-
grandfathers working on the Salford Docks, she traces the stories 
of her family alongside interviewing old dockers to construct her 
narrative, The Salford Docker. Starting in the 1950s, Anna’s family 
story travels through dock strikes, community regeneration and 
slum clearances, the rise of containerisation and finally the closure 
of the docks to make way for Salford Quays and Media City. 
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ACT 1 ACT 2

Timeline

The Salford Docker spans across the 20th and 21st century, here is 
an indication of the timeline across Acts 1 & 2.

Nancy Patrick Ryan



Opened in 1894 and situated 30 miles inland, the Salford Docks 
and the connecting Manchester Ship Canal were an astonishing 
feat of Victorian engineering. Capable of handling ships weighing 
up to 12,500 tonnes, the docks employed 5000 people at its 
peak. Throughout much of the 20th century they were one of 
the country’s busiest ports – at times third only to Liverpool 
and London.

For those who worked on the docks life was tough – gruelling 
physical labour, long shifts and unscrupulous bosses. The work 
was precarious, with shifts allocated on a whim by foremen. 
Dockers would assemble at what was known as the ‘Old Control’ 
and fight (sometimes physically) to get picked, hoping to meet 
eyes with a foreman they knew. They would largely work in gangs, 
normally comprised of families and extended families who all 
worked at the docks together.

From these conditions an incredible sense of camaraderie and 
community emerged amongst dockworkers, which translated 
into industrial organising. Strikes – official or unofficial – were 
commonplace throughout the history of the Salford docks, and 
solidarity was common across sites. It was known for dockworkers 
to lay down their hooks in Salford in support of fellow workers 
in Liverpool, Hull or London. Our story concerns these strikes – 
first, an unofficial strike in the 50s in support of two dockers who 
had been unlawfully dismissed; and second, the wave of strikes 
nationwide in 1972 in solidarity with the imprisonment of the 
Pentonville 5.

The docks were badly hit by the onset of containerisation in the 
1970; which threatened to make them obsolete without investment 
to modernise their facilities. That investment never came, and in 
1982 the docks closed. Communities were shattered and a way of 
life was lost forever. 

The docks became transformed into Salford Quays and 
MediaCity. Like in London’s docks, public land was leveraged 
with private finance and in its place was built offices, retail, luxury 
accommodation and tech and media complexes. Much of this 
redevelopment was premised on the promise of good jobs for 
Salfordians – yet studies have shown that the vast majority of 
these jobs have remained out of reach for people of Salford, and 
the development has only fuelled gentrification and displacement. 
Instead, there is a persistent sense of ‘us and them’: extreme 
inequality where the wealth of MediaCity juts against some of the 
most deprived wards in the country. The working class history of 
this area has mostly been erased. This play is our attempt to bring 
back that history – docks were alive then, and when you listen to 
our play, we hope they will live again.

Salford Docks
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Radio Ballads

Radio Ballads were a form of radio plays developed by Ewan 
MacColl, Charles Parker and Peggy Seeger in the 1950s. Described 
as one of the earliest deliberate uses of the speech of ordinary 
working people on the radio, the ballads combined recordings of 
people’s voices with scripts and songs provided by MacColl. These 
recordings where known as ‘actualities’ and were direct recordings 
of speech without editing or interference. As a result, the Radio 
Ballads were tapestries of speech, sound and song, symbolising 
a specific trade or form of labour.

MacColl described the actuality text as follows: “It wasn’t merely 
that the speech had the ring of authenticity: there was something 
else – the excitement of an experience re-lived and communicated 
without additive and without dilution. Finally, there were those 
extraordinary moments when the similes and metaphors burst 
through the speech like rockets shedding their green and crimson 
fire across a November sky.” MacColl wrote songs in response to 
the actuality recordings, producing eight Radio Ballads altogether.

 The ballads examined a wide range of subjects including building 
the first 2 motorways, mining, the herring fishing industry, British 
teenagers and professional boxing. Describing the process of 
writing the songs, MacColl described how the actualities provided 
him with material, “that in the actuality was to be ound not only 
the subject-matter of the songs but usages, turns of expression, 
rhythms, pulses, idioms and all the elements out of which songs 
are made.”

Discussing the Radio Ballads in 2008, Peggy Seeger writes: “What 
is not right is that those who carry the flame continue to call them 
Charles Parker’s Radio Ballads. They are not Charles’, they are not 
Ewan’s nor mine. They are the work of everyone involved: people 
whose voices and lives are therein documented, the technicians 
in the studio, the musicians and singers and yes: MacColl, Parker, 
Seeger. In that order. Alphabetical. That’s the way it is supposed to 
be done.” In this is a recognition of the collective and collaborative 
nature of the ballads – that they are composed and structured by 
the words of people, not individual artists. 

For more information visit peggyseeger.com.

http://peggyseeger.com
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